Abstract. SAT filters are a novel and compact data structure that can be used to quickly query a word for membership in a fixed set. They have the potential to store more information in a fixed storage limit than a Bloom filter. Constructing a SAT filter requires sampling diverse solutions to randomly constructed constraint satisfaction instances, but there is flexibility in the choice of constraint satisfaction problem. Presented here is a case study of SAT filter construction with a focus on constraint satisfaction problems based on MAX-CUT clauses (Not-all-equal 3-SAT, 2-in-4-SAT, etc.) and frustrated cycles in the Ising model. Solutions are sampled using a D-Wave quantum annealer, and results are measured against classical approaches. The SAT variants studied are of interest in the context of SAT filters, independent of the solvers used.
Introduction
Weaver et al. [37] recently presented SAT filters as an efficient data structure by which a set can be filtered with no false negatives and a false positive rate approaching zero as the situation requires. The construction of a SAT filter with high space efficiency and low false positive rate requires finding many solutions to a random n-variable instance of a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), which was originally chosen to be k-SAT for k ≥ 3 [37] . The effectiveness of the filter with respect to storage requirements, or efficiency, requires a low probability that a randomly generated clause would be satisfied by every solution in the filter. Consequently the solutions must satisfy various independence tests, e.g. they should not differ by only a few bitflips.
This application is a natural fit for a D-Wave Two (DW2) quantum annealer, which is capable of quickly sampling many low-energy states of a spin system in the Ising model [18, 35] using open-system quantum annealing [1, 3, 9] . As the basis of the filter one can choose a CSP that is readily expressed in the Ising model, for example Not-all-equal 3-SAT [17, 20] . In the context of filters and elsewhere, CSP solution sampling is a problem of both theoretical and practical interest [6, 16] . This paper reports on a case study using a D-Wave quantum annealer to solve SAT instances and construct SAT filters, providing comparisons with classical solvers and comparing filters generated using several SAT variants, the choice of which has great effect on the characteristics of the resulting filter. Although processor size restricts the study to relatively small instances, the study gives a first look at several "exotic" SAT filters and an early application of sampling optima via quantum annealing.
Section 2 discusses the preliminaries of SAT filters and blocked SAT filters, which involve constructing a SAT filter for each bucket of a dense hash table. Section 3 discusses the expression and solution of CSPs in the Ising model. Section 4 discusses the CSPs used to construct filters. Sections 5 and 6 review the results of two cases in this study; the first investigates the construction of a filter with many blocks of fixed size, while the second investigates how filters and solver performance evolve for various CSPs as the number of variables increases. Finally Section 7 offers conclusions.
Filters, SAT Filters and Blocked SAT Filters
Given a domain W and a subset X ⊂ W , the set membership problem is to determine if an element x of W is in X. A filter is a data structure that allows fast set membership queries, possibly with false positives but not false negatives. That is, if x ∈ X then the filter will always return F (x) = 1 (maybe). If x / ∈ X then the filter will (deterministically) return either F (x) = 1 (maybe) or F (x) = 0 (no). Here it is assumed that |X| |W |, and therefore the false positive rate p of the filter can be defined as the probability that a randomly selected x ∈ W has F (x) = 1.
The aim is to minimize the false positive rate of F while minimizing storage requirements (in bits, denoted by |F |), construction time, and query time. Given a storage limit of |F | bits, the information-theoretic limit on the false positive rate is given by the equation
This result appears as Theorem 4.1 in [37] , summarizing results in [36] . Here the numerator represents the bits of cut-down and the denominator represents the average storage bits per keyword in X. The efficiency of the filter F is therefore defined as
The standard tool for this situation is a Bloom filter [2] . A Bloom filter F is constructed for X with false positive rate p using parameters r and n derived from |X| and p. The filter consists of a bitstring B = (b 1 , . . . , b n ) and r hash functions h 1 , . . . , h r , each of which hashes an element of W (ideally uniformly) to an element of {1, . . . , n}. To construct the filter, initialize all bits of B to zero.
Then for each x ∈ X and hash function
Optimal choices of n and r will, for sufficiently large X, give a filter F with efficiency E(F ) ≈ ln(2) ≈ 0.69.
SAT Filters
It is possible to exceed the efficiency of a Bloom filter using SAT filters, introduced recently by Weaver et al. [37] . A SAT filter is, like a Bloom filter, a spaceefficient data structure used for set membership testing with one-way error 1 . Unlike Bloom filters, SAT filters are offline: new elements cannot be added to the filter after the filter is built. And unlike any online filters [24] , SAT filters can achieve efficiency arbitrarily close to 1. SAT filters can be constructed using a variety of constraints, and the constraint used typically imposes an upper bound on efficiency (see Section 4.4) . This section describes a 3-SAT filter for illustrative purposes.
During construction of a Bloom filter with r = 1, each keyword x ∈ X is hashed to a bit in B. During construction of a 3-SAT filter with r = 1, each keyword x i ∈ X is hashed to a uniformly chosen 3-SAT clause C i = h(x i ) over n variables, where n is given an appropriate value with respect to |X|. Here a clause is constructed by choosing three distinct variables at random, and negating each one independently with probability 1 2 . The conjunction of these random clauses gives a random 3-SAT formula:
Random 3-SAT instances have a satisfiability phase transition near 4.26 clauses per variable [8] . This means that if |X| ≤ (4.26 − )n for > 0, and |X| is sufficiently large, then F is satisfiable with high probability [27] . Storage of the 3-SAT filter F consists of storing the hash function h and a collection S = (s 1 , . . . , s k ) of solutions to F. F (x) is queried by checking whether the clause C = h(x) is satisfied by each truth assignment in S.
If r = 1, then |F | = n (here hash functions are not included in the analysis of storage cost, so we store r = 1 bits per variable) and the false positive rate of a 3-SAT filter is 7/8. Since |F |/|X| 1/4.26, this gives the efficiency
The false positive rate given by a single solution is generally too high. Weaver et al. provided two ways of dealing with this issue [37] . The first is to construct a multi-instance filter, which stores one solution to each of multiple formulae. The second is to construct a single-instance filter, which stores multiple solutions to a single formula. The former suffers from increased query time, since multiple hashes must be evaluated. The latter suffers from decreased efficiency, since multiple solutions will generally not be perfectly independent. The severity of this dependence depends heavily on the SAT variant used.
Blocked SAT Filters
In certain situations it is impractical to find solutions to a SAT formula on n variables and |X| clauses -this case study is limited to CSPs on at most 110 variables (typically fewer) due to the limited size of the D-Wave processor. This situation calls for a blocked filter [30] , which uses a blocking hash function h : W → {1, . . . , b} that divides X into b blocks
A filter F i is then constructed for each block X i , and to query x ∈ W for membership in X, x is queried for membership in Xĥ (x) using Fĥ (x) . This blocked filter, like a normal filter, has one-way error. Under the assumption thatĥ maps members of W to {1, . . . , b} equiprobably, the false positive rate p is the mean of the b false positive rates
Even in the case where r = 1, blocked filters can adversely affect efficiency because of the variance in bin sizes underĥ [21, 30] . This issue is considered in Section 5.
Solving CSPs in the Ising Model with a D-Wave Processor
This paper contains results from a D-Wave Two (DW2) quantum annealing processor using a Washington W3 chip operating over 1097 of 1152 configured qubits in a C 12 Chimera layout [4] . All runs use the minimum anneal time of 20µs. D-Wave quantum annealing processors are designed to minimize the energy of an Ising spin configuration. Input to the processor consists of an Ising Hamiltonian (h, J), where h ∈ R N is a vector of local fields and J ∈ R N ×N is a matrix of couplings, which may be assumed to be symmetric. The energy of a spin configuration s ∈ {−1, 1} N is defined as
The output of an anneal (i.e. a hardware run) of the processor is a low-energy state s, which consists of an Ising spin (either −1 or 1) for each qubit.
In a D-Wave processor, not all pairs of qubits are coupled, and therefore the set of nonzero entries of J must respect the physical constraints of the processor. One can view (h, J) as a set of vertex and edge weights, respectively, of the qubit connectivity graph, whose vertices correspond to qubits and whose edges correspond to couplers. The qubit connectivity graph for the processor used in this report is shown in Fig. 1 . 
A state s minimizing E(h, J, s) is called a ground state of (h,
J
Constraint Satisfaction Problems in the Ising Model
Let f be a Boolean function with an n-dimensional binary range. For simplicity, assume f :
Now take a collection of Boolean functions
and a collection of Hamiltonians
This fact makes the Ising model suitable for application to constraint satisfaction problems [15, 19, 25] . In particular, it is straightforward to formulate certain SAT variants as Ising problems in such a way that they can be solved by DW2: Let f (s) = 0 represent satisfaction; max therefore represents conjunction in this context.
Graph Minors in the Ising Model
Random instances of the SAT variants considered here are constructed as a weighted subgraph G of either a complete graph K n or a complete bipartite graph
. In general, these instances cannot be solved directly using the D-Wave processor's native connectivity. Rather, G must be embedded in the hardware graph G H as a graph minor, which amounts to transforming G H into G by the operations of edge contraction, vertex deletion, and edge deletion [10] . Edge and vertex deletion can be realized trivially in the Ising model by setting couplers to J = 0. Edge contraction can be realized by setting couplers to J = −κ, where κ is large, and the coupling therefore compels a set of qubits to act as a single logical qubit. The choice of the parameter κ is nontrivial. In this paper, runs on minor-embedded instances are optimized over five possible choices of κ. See [7, 20, 35] for further discussion. Embedding G into G H is achieved here using a specialized heuristic algorithm [5] . In Fig. 1 , edge contraction of a 2-cell Chimera graph allows representation of a 2in4SAT Ising problem described a pair of 4-cliques, anti-ferromagnetically coupled, sharing one variable.
SAT Variants in the Ising Model
Although k-SAT was previously used to construct SAT filters [37] , it is not amenable to representation in the Ising model. To represent a SAT relations k binary variables with only pairwise relations available is not possible for k ≥ 3 without the introduction of additional ancillary variables to mediate the interactions. To represent an instance on n variables and m clauses requires at least m ancillary variables, so an instance near the phase transition has many more ancillary Ising variables than original variables. Not-all-equal 3-SAT (NAE3SAT) is an NP-complete SAT variant that does not present the same obstacle [14, 17, 20] . This section first discusses issues surrounding NAE3SAT, then moves on to further extensions. Ultimately we are interested in sampling satisfying assignments, which for the problem classes presented is NP-hard [16] .
NAE3SAT
An NAE3SAT clause consists of three literals, and is satisfied precisely if at least one literal is true and one literal is false. This Hamiltonian has six ground states with energy −1, corresponding to states in which not all variables are equal. The other two states have energy 3, meaning that this Hamiltonian encodes a NAE3SAT clause with gap 4. The qubit connectivity graph of a NAE3SAT clause is a triangle with a coupling of +1 on each edge.
Monotone NAE3SAT. Unlike 3-SAT, NAE3SAT remains NP-complete when all literals are non-negated -in this case the problem is equivalent to hypergraph 2-coloring [23] . This variant is called monotone NAE3SAT or MNAE3SAT. Asymptotically, NAE3SAT and MNAE3SAT have very similar characteristics. For small systems, however, marginal gains in efficiency can be realized from the fact that not all solutions satisfy the same number of possible clauses. These small-system considerations are relevant due to limitations imposed by the D-Wave processor. All MNAE3SAT instances studied here have 45 variables. Instances on up to around 65 variables can be embedded consistently.
MAX-CUT SAT Variants
The Ising formulation of an NAE3SAT clause can be thought of as an unweighted MAX-CUT problem on a triangle, i.e. a K 3 . Replacing K 3 with larger cliques gives a sequence of SAT variants with different properties: NAE3SAT, 2in4SAT, 2or3in5SAT, 3in6SAT, etc. These variants can more generally be called kMCSAT for k = 3, 4, 5, 6, . . .. A randomly constructed kMCSAT clause contains a random k-set of variables, each one of which is negated independently with probability 1 2 ; the coupling on the edge between two variables is −1 if precisely one is negated, and is +1 otherwise.
When k is even, kMCSAT clauses are locally inflexible, since no single bit flip connects any two solutions. When these clauses are agglomerated in a random manner, a global rearrangement of the state space is required on the core of the graph to move between solutions. In other words, solutions are isolated. If the core of the graph is the graph itself (i.e. if every variable is in at least two clauses) then a typical kMCSAT instance will be locked, meaning that solutions are not only isolated, but separated pairwise by O(log n) bit flips [38] . By contrast, when k is odd there can be local rearrangements that connect solutions, and large clusters of closely related (in Hamming space) solutions are to be expected. Large sets of this type are undesirable in the construction of SAT filters, because two closely related solutions will only store slightly more information than one solution alone.
Bipartite 4FLSAT
To this point, each SAT variant presented operates implicitly over the complete graph K n . That is, any set of k variables can be chosen to be in a clause. Further, there is yet another perspective on NAE3SAT: a clause can be thought of as a frustrated loop (cycle, in graph theoretic terms) in the Ising model. Each NAE3SAT clause is represented in the Ising model by a cycle of couplings with values ±1, containing an odd number of antiferromagnetic (positive, repulsive) couplings. So a random NAE3SAT clause is generated as a random frustrated 3-cycle from the complete graph.
In a new variant called bipartite 4FLSAT (B4FLSAT), each clause is a frustrated 4-cycle in the complete bipartite graph K n 2 , n 2 . These instances are closely related to the frustrated loop instances that were the subject of recent benchmarking work [15, 19] where the instances are constructed in the native Chimera topology using frustrated loops of varying length. A B4FLSAT clause is satisfied if and only if the Ising state corresponding to the truth assignment minimizes the energy of the clause in the Ising model. 
Threshold Analysis
Despite the small size of the problems investigated here, it is useful to understand the asymptotic structure of the solution space that governs the quality of attainable filters and scaling of sampling methods. A common feature of the SAT variants described here is the presence of a satisfiability transition and a dynamical transition. The satisfiability threshold is the ratio α s of constraints to variables separating, asymptotically almost surely, regimes with and without solutions. The satisfiability threshold thus implies a bound E s on the maximum (asymptotically achievable) efficiency, since any filter built from an unsatisfiable instance will have false positive rate 1. The dynamical transition is, by contrast, the ratio α d at which the solution space shatters into disconnected components. This shattering is related to hardness for sampling and optimization, although the relationship is complicated and an active area of research [22] .
A simple rigorous upper bound on the satisfiability threshold (α 1MM ) is obtained by a first moment method [27] ; equivalently, α 1MM gives the information-theoretic upper bound on α s in the context of filters. Transitions are also approximable by statistical physics techniques, namely the 1RSB energetic cavity method and the reconstruction on trees method [26, 27] . The thresholds indicate that building efficient SAT filters requires sampling in the shattered phase, where local search methods will often struggle. Table 1 gives estimates on the transitions and maximum efficiency of NAE3SAT, 3in6SAT, and B4FLSAT. 
Software Solvers
The next sections compare performance of the D-Wave processor against three classical software approaches. The first two, WalkSAT [33] and Dimetheus [12, 13] , are SAT solvers, and are applied directly to the SAT problems in question (after naive clause-wise conversion to CNF). The third, Selby's solver [32] , is a specialized implementation of the Hamze-de Freitas-Selby algorithm, written to solve Ising problems on D-Wave's native Chimera architecture. The version used, like in previous work [19] , is modified to make it act more analogously to the D-Wave processor. Both SAT solvers were run naively with the aim of generating 1000 solutions to each SAT instance. WalkSAT was run with default command line parameters and 1000 random restarts. Dimetheus was run 1000 times with command line parameters -guide 0 and -cdclSelectDirRule 0. For both Selby and DW2, samples were mapped from the embedded Chimera space to the SAT space via majority vote, then quenched to a local minimum (see [20] for further explanation).
Case Study 1: A Blocked MNAE3SAT Filter
This section describes the construction of a 3500-block MNAE3SAT for 262,144 randomly generated 16-byte numbers (UUIDs). The MNAE3SAT instance for each block was constructed over 45 variables, giving a mean clause-to-variable ratio ofᾱ ≈ 1.664. This is very close to the minimum requirement for matching the efficiency of a Bloom filter (ignoring small-system MNAE3SAT considerations discussed in Section 4), i.e. log(2)/ log 2 (3/4). Of the 3500 MNAE3SAT instances, 77 were unsatisfiable.
For each MNAE3SAT instance, 24,000 (not necessary optimal) samples were drawn from DW2, 10,000 from Selby, and 1000 each from WalkSAT and Dimetheus. WalkSAT and Dimetheus successfully returned 1000 solutions for each satisfiable instance, while the number of solutions returned by DW2 and Selby varied substantially (see Fig. 2 ). Variation in the numbers reflect different operational modes of the algorithms, and the probability of each solver's output of being a valid solution (low for DW2 and Selby). In order to avoid conditioning filter construction on the number of solutions returned, each instance drew from a set of solutions whose size was limited by the minimum number of solutions returned by any solver. For most blocks this was Dimetheus and WalkSAT. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of α and the number of solutions for these blocks (computed using sharpSAT [34] ), highlighting a challenge in constructing efficient blocked filters. In order to ensure that almost all blocks are satisfiable, the number of blocks must be high enough that almost the entire binomial distribution of α is below the satisfiability threshold α s . The effect seen here declines in importance as the size of blocks increases, and can be mitigated in several ways that trade efficiency for query time or similar [21] . This paper does not explore the question further. Fig. 3 . Clause-to-variable ratios (left) and solution counts (right) for 3500 MNAE3SAT instances. A line indicates − log(2)/ log 2 (3/4), the ratio at which a single-solution NAE3SAT filter matches the optimal efficiency of a Bloom filter Fig. 4 shows the decline in efficiency for the overall filter as more and more solutions are stored per block, up to 20. Two methods of selecting r SAT solutions for a filter block are used. In the online approach, r random solutions are selected from the multiset of solutions returned by the solver in question. This reflects the situation where the solver returns solutions that are independent of the previously returned solutions, and the user wants r solutions as fast as possible. In the greedy offline approach, each solution is iteratively selected subject to minimizing the false positive rate of the filter at that point. This reflects the more realistic situation in which the user spends a certain amount of time generating SAT solutions, then constructs a filter greedily with a subset of the solutions at hand.
It is interesting that in this context Dimetheus starts out strong and declines in efficacy, while the opposite is true for WalkSAT. For online filter construction, Selby offers a significant advantage over DW2. This can be explained by current calibration nonidealities in the processor, which tilt the processor in a certain direction in the Hamming space, reducing its ability to sample solutions equitably. All solvers can easily solve the instances in question; the next section includes a look at performance scaling for various CSPs.
Case Study 2: Filter and Performance Scaling
The second part of the case study investigates how the construction of filters evolves as SAT instances grow. Considered here are random NAE3SAT, 3in6SAT, and B4FLSAT instances of increasing size. For each CSP the testbed contains 10 instances of each size shown, using only even sizes for B4FLSAT. Each instance is generated near the midpoint between the dynamical and satisfiability thresholds; NAE3SAT, 3in6SAT, and B4FLSAT use target ratios of 1.8, 0.55, and 0.70, respectively. For each size of each SAT variant, the ten instances were used as blocks in the construction of a blocked SAT filter.
For each SAT instance in this section, only 20,000 samples were drawn using DW2, representing a total anneal time of 0.4s. As before, 10,000 samples were drawn using Selby, and 1000 were drawn using each of WalkSAT and Dimetheus. False positive rates for the filters were estimated using a Monte Carlo approach. Fig. 5 shows the evolution of filter efficiency versus false positive rate as the number of solutions used for each block increases from 1 to 20. The dependence on the properties of the CSP used are clear. 3in6SAT filters should show potential for very efficient filters that suffer from a low clause-to-variable ratio and the requirement of solving a hard CSP, but large filters reflect the low number of 6 gives a direct comparison of false positive rate for offline filters generated using output from DW2 versus each classical solver, using 3, 6, and 12 solutions per block. WalkSAT's relatively poor performance on small B4FLSAT instances seems to be a bona fide weakness of the solver as a sampler on these small systems, which may have troublesome structural characteristics. False positive rates for DW2 would likely improve given refined calibration, which is currently underway. Overall, the four solvers give results of comparable quality. Fig. 7 shows how the time required by each solver to draw a solution scales with the number of variables. Dimetheus, being a multi-mode solver that sometimes resorts to exhaustive search, is likely entering this slow mode prematurely for small instances of NAE3SAT and B4FLSAT. Solution time of DW2 versus WalkSAT is particularly interesting for 3in6SAT, as explained in the conclusion. Although both solvers find the B4FLSAT instances easy, it would be interesting to know if there is an explanation behind the sharp inflection point in the lower-middle panel. The analysis here is quite superficial, but serves to give a counterpoint to Fig. 5 from the perspective of problem difficulty rather than filter efficiency.
Scaling of Solution Time

Conclusions
The case study of 3500 MNAE3SAT instances provides evidence that DW2 is capable of constructing filters competitively, but solution of larger instances is required to improve efficiency. NAE3SAT, at these block sizes, can only give high efficiency at high false positive rates. Furthermore, NAE3SAT filter efficiency reaches an information-theoretic limit at 0.88. This motivates the study of more exotic CSPs in the Ising model. kMCSAT filters for k ≥ 4 and B4FLSAT filters both show advantages and weaknesses when compared with NAE3SAT. Tradeoffs are between difficulty, maximum efficiency at the satisfiability phase transition, maintenance of efficiency as false positive rate drops, and block size relative to keyword count. The fact that DW2 appears to show a scaling advantage over WalkSAT (see Fig. 7 , center panel) for this limited set of small 3in6SAT instances raises the question of whether or not multi-qubit cotunneling could play a role for largeclause MAX-CUT CSPs. Embedded 3in6SAT problems may be a good place to look for instances with long relaxation times, i.e. where an advantage might be gained by lengthening the anneal time from 20µs. To this point, finding such instances has been a challenge [15, 31, 35] .
The ability of a SAT filter to drill down to a low false positive rate is a reflection of the global richness of the solution space. This study shows the limitations of small-blocked filters, and points to kMCSAT filters for larger k as a possible avenue of research.
